
BANGLADESH ARMY AND ITS DEVELOPMENT

The Bangladesh Army is the land forces branch and the largest of the three defence service of the Bangladesh Armed.

National Parade ground, Dhaka, Bangladesh Army's main battle tanks in the victory day Parade at National
Parade Ground Early history[ edit ] The martial tradition of Bengal has its roots in the army of Kings and their
chiefs who were called Senapati or Mahasenapati. To efficiently perform the increasing duties and
responsibilities, the air force is being divided into two separate commands: Southern air command and
Northern air command. Indeed, concentrating forces on the western front, launching an attack on Kashmir and
occupying Indian territories to create pressure in case of invasion of East Pakistan did not represent guarantees
to protection for the Bengalis. This led to the and pitched battles on the campus of Dhaka University, the
epicentre of protest. According to Ershad, the rationale for unending revolts in the army lies with the fact that
the latter was not given the place it deserved in the state apparatus. For anti-tank role Metis-M missile systems
and PF rocket systems were procured. A lot of armoured vehicles were procured to strengthen the mechanized
infantry units. The problem with this model of political domination is that it depends, on the one hand, on a
nationalist myth taking its ethos from an idealized Liberation war, and on the other hand, on a nationalist party
which defines itself as the only winner of the war. On the other hand, its leadership was contested by officers,
such as Colonel Taher, who stood as civilian-mobilizing agents, and aimed at imposing both their own
strategies and post-war communist agendas. This triggered a series of unprecedented rebellions. Ex-mukti
bahini officers received three to four years seniority as a reward of their services, as well as certain privileges
for their families, and their induction into the civil service was also facilitated Ahamed 52  But when they saw
that the BDR were taking arms and equipment for themselves, then fighting took place; soldiers and
paramilitary started to shoot at each other. Officers also got new opportunities and access to power thanks to
their relations with the business community and the political elite. The decay of the post-war civil
administration was indeed very similar to that of the military bureaucracy. Therefore, the trajectory of the
Bangladeshi army demonstrates that, contrary to an opinion commonly shared by many analysts of
civil-military relations, democratization does not necessarily lead to a higher degree of professionalism, on the
contrary 2. Yet, this shift did not reflect an ideological change in favour of political Islam the Islamization of
the state was in fact very limited , but rather expressed an increased pragmatism due to a perceived Indian
threat. As a result of its contributions to various UN peacekeeping operations, up to 88 Bangladesh soldiers
have lost their lives as of February  An educated mother will give us an educated society and thus contribute to
the development of the country effectively," she told UNB. Victory Day Parade,  The Bangladesh Army
brought in a contingent of Engineers and undertook the task of clearing mines and bombs in Kuwait.


